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Abstract

If air is entrained in a bottom outlet of a dam in an uncontrolled way, the
resulting air pockets may cause problems such as blowback, blowout and
loss of discharge capacity. In order to provide guidance for bottom outlet
design and operation, this study examines how governing parameters affect air
entrainment, air-pocket transport and de-aeration and the surrounding flow
structure in pipe flows. Both experimental and numerical approaches are used.

Air can be entrained into the bottom outlet conduit due to vortex formation
at the intake if the intake submergence is not sufficient. The influent of the
intake entrance profiles and channel width on the critical submergence were
studied in the experiment.

The experimental study was performed to investigate the incipient motion
of air pockets in pipes with rectangular and circular cross sections. The critical
velocity is dependent on pipe slope, pipe diameter, pipe roughness and air-
pocket volume. If the pipe is horizontal, air removal is generally easier in a
rectangular pipe than in a circular pipe. However, if the pipe is downward-
inclined, air removal is easier in a circular pipe.

When a bottom outlet gate opens, air can become entrained into the
conduit in the gate shaft downstream of the gate. Using FLUENT software, the
transient process of air entrainment into a prototype bottom outlet during gate
opening is simulated in three dimensions. The simulations show in the flow-
pattern changes in the conduit and the amount of air entrainment in the gate
shaft. The initial conduit water level affects the degree of air entrainment. A de-
aeration chamber is effective in reducing water surface fluctuations at blowout.

High-speed particle image velocimetry (HSPIV) were applied to investigate
the characteristics of the flow field around a stationary air pocket in a fully
developed horizontal pipe flow. The air pocket generates a horseshoe vortex
upstream and a reverse flow downstream. A shear layer forms from the
separation point. Flow reattachment is observed for large air pockets. The
air―water interface moves with the adjacent flow. A similarity profile is
obtained for the mean streamwise velocity in the shear layer beneath the air
pocket.
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